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Satake compactifications

Steven Zucker*

Introduction

Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q, and let X dénote the

corresponding symmetric space, which we assume to be non-compact. Let F be an
arithmetic subgroup of G. The quotients F\X are interesting spaces, in gênerai
non-compact. For example, when G is the standard form of Sp (2n, R), the group
of (2n)x(2n) symplectic matrices, X is the Siegel upper half-space of genus n,
and F\X is, for suitable F, the moduli space of n-dimensional principally
polarized Abelian varieties with corresponding level structure In order to discuss

the geometry of thèse spaces, people hâve introduced various methods for
compactifying them

Though there are some ideas in the work of Siegel, the modem starting point
for the theory of compactifications is the work of Satake (see [8], [9]). To each

locally faithful finite-dimensional représentation r of G, he constructed an em-
bedding of X in some real projective space, and took the closure, X* (see our
(2.1)). In fact, as he observed, the homeomorphism type of X* can be described

explicitly, and dépends on t only through the orthogonality relations between its
restricted highest weight and the simple R-roots of G. The boundary of X* can be

written as a union of so-called boundary components. In [9], Satake observed that
by taking only the rational boundary components (defined suitably), one could use
the space X* to construct a Hausdorff compactification of F\X in certain cases.

This included the case of the Siegel upper half-spaces that he had worked out
slightly earlier. The construction was extended somewhat by Borel in [3], where
notions from the theory of algebraic groups were added to the discussion.

Assume now that X is Hermitian symmetric. In [2], Baily and Borel compac-
tified ail arithmetic quotients of such X. The procédure used the realization of X
as a bounded symmetric domain to generate the boundary. In thèse cases, it is

known that the closure of the bounded domain is homeomorphic to X* for
suitably chosen r (see our (3.11)). Thus, the Baily-Borel compactification of F\X
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Satake compactifications 313

is a generalized Satake compactification.(1) Moreover, it is proved in [2] that the
compactification becomes, via the projective embedding defined by automorphic
forms of sufficiently high weight, a normal complex algebraic variety. The rather
nasty nature of the singularities of thèse spaces has led algebraic geometers to
seek smooth models. Mumford et al. hâve an elaborate procédure for constructing
desingularizations of the varieties by means of toroidal embeddings [1].

The invention of intersection homology, a theory with Poincaré duality even
for singular varieties, by Goresky and MacPherson has opened the possibility of
avoiding the complicated construction, and non-canonical nature, of
desingularizations. This is especially promising in light of the link we discovered
between the L2 cohomology of F\X with respect to natural metrics, and the
intersection homology of the Baily-Borel compactification [10, (6.11)ff.]. In fact,
we hâve conjectured that they are always isomorphic. Borel has verified this for
ail groups of Q-rank one. We would, of course, like to prove it in higher rank,
where the local topology is more complicated, as well.

The most natural place on which to study the L2 cohomology is the manifold
with corners F\X defined by Borel and Serre in [4], or what cornes to almost the

same thing, on the maximal Satake compactification (where t is generic; see [10,
§4(a)]). The reason for this is that there are distinguished neighborhoods of
compact subsets of the faces of the boundary of F\X; with respect to associated

coordinates, the metric has explicit asymptotic formulas. Now, the vérification of
our conjecture is équivalent to certain vanishing assertions for the L2 cohomology
of neighborhoods of points on the Baily-Borel compactification. It seems to be a

good idea, then, to express thèse neighborhoods in terms of the distinguished
neighborhoods on F\X, for then we could try to patch together the local L2
cohomology by the methods of [10]. This approach works for arithmetic quotients
of the Siegel upper half-space of genus two.

Thus grew the idea of realizing the Baily-Borel compactification as the natural
quotient of F\X The possibility of doing this has been conceded for some time,
but it had not been carried out, perhaps for lack of incentive. In this paper, we
realize ail generalized Satake compactifications as quotients of F\X. We require
two assumptions on the représentation r (see (3.3) and (3.4)) in order to carry out
the construction; thèse hypothèses are met in the cases covered in [2], [3] and [9],
and as such, one can regard our discussion as a mild generalization of thèse works.

We will reconstruct the Satake compactifications in such a way that they really
do look like quotients of the manifold with corners. Let QA dénote the identity
component of the real points of a maximal Q-split torus of G. By making a choice

1

By this, what we mean is a compactification whose topology is induced from that of the closure in
some X* of a Siegel set, by the procédure introduced in [9] (see our (3.9)).
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of positive simple roots, one obtains an identification

QA~(0,oo)&apos;,

where r is the Q-rank of G. One puts

Roughly speaking, the basic point in the construction of the manifold with corners
X is the adjoining of QÂ along images of QA in X. In effect, one allows the simple
roots to go to infinity independently and in ail possible ways. For the Satake

compactifications, if a simple root goes to infinity, it is irrelevant whether certain
other ones do or not. As such, we are led to introduce an QA-equivariant quotient
QA* of QÂ. By adjoining QA* along QA, and then doing a little more, we define a

crumpled corner and the manifold with crumpled corners in a way that mimics the
construction in [4, §§5-7]. After taking an arithmetic quotient, one sees that one
has reproduced the topology of F\X*. Having done this, one can write down
rather easily a description of the fibers of the quotient mapping from F\X.(2) We
remark that the smooth compactifications of [1], however, are not in gênerai
natural quotients of the manifold with corners.

In §1, we give an exposition of basic facts about restricted root Systems,
following the treatments in [5] and [8]. In §2, we présent a discussion of the
Satake compactifications X*. The one ingrédient which could be called new is the
introduction of A* in (2.6). In §3, we carry out the construction of Satake

compactifications via manifolds with crumpled corners, as described above.
I wish to express my gratitude to Armand Borel for encouraging this project,

and for patiently and critically listening to the détails of the construction.

1. Restricted root Systems assodated to real algebraic groups

(1.1) Let F be a subfield of the real numbers R. We establish the following
abuse of language as convention: &quot;ff is an algebraic group over F&quot; shall mean &quot;H

is the set of real points of an algebraic group defined over F, and we regard it as a

Lie group&quot;; for the set of F-rational points of H, we write HF.
Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over F, with Lie algebra ^. Let FA be

2 Our description of the quotient mapping has been used by Charney and Lee in their calculation
of the ;cohomology of the (Baily-Borel-)Satake compactification of the Siegel modular varieties
(G Sp (2m R), f Sp (2n, Z» [6].
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the identity component of a maximal F-split torus FT of G, with Lie algebra ¥a.
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, with Lie algebra /, which can be
chosen so that under the corresponding Cartan décomposition

V *®fi (1)

(orthogonal with respect to the Killing form B), we hâve ¥a c ft. One can enlarge
¥a to a Cartan subalgebra Aq of the complexification ^c of ^ such that Aq-
(4:^)0 foc fl/fc). Then

â=i{âcn£)®{Âcr\/i) (2)

is a real form of Aç on which the roots of ^c are real-valued, and to which the
restriction of B is positive-definite.

(1.2) Let EçR or E C dénote a field containing F. In the latter case, we
write ca for à. We assume that E^ has been chosen so that F^ÇE^. Let

dénote the restriction mapping.
Let F&lt;£c:F^* dénote the System of roots of ^c with respect to F&lt;z, etc. By

selecting positive chambers in v# and E^ consistently, one obtains Systems of
positive simple roots ¥A in F&lt;f&gt;, EA in E&lt;î&gt;, with FpE inducing a mapping, denoted

by the same symbol,

(1)

(see [5, (6.8)]). For j8eF4U{0}, we put

^=¥pi\p). (2)

A subset of E4 will be said to be F-rational whenever it is of the form

e4*. (3)
^eyu{O}

for some Yç¥A.

(1.3) The Killing form B defines an inner product EB on ma for any E. We

may then identify E^* with ma, which in turn identifies ¥a* as the orthogonal
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complément of (kerFpE) in E^, and p as orthogonal projection onto F^*. With this
inner product, E&lt;î&gt; satisfies the axioms of a root System (see [5, (2.1), (5.8)]). In
particular, there is a Weyl group EW acting orthogonally on (E-#*,E&lt;£); f°r F&lt;=E,

FW can be seen as the set of restrictions of those éléments in EW that leave F^*
invariant (see [5,(6.10)]).

(1.4) Let ^ Aut (C/E). Then ^ acts on C4&gt; as follows. As cr e &lt;ê acts on both
Âc and C, one can set for a ec&lt;P

cr(a) cracr~1. (1)

Under the identification â*~â, extended linearly to the complexifications, this
becomes the standard action of ^ on A^.

While a(a) need not be in CA when a ec4, it is clear that a(cA) is a base of
c&lt;f&gt;. Thus, there exists a unique waecW such that w{T[cr(cA)] cA; then

*+(a) wM&lt;*) (2)

defines an action of ^ on A.

The above actions extend linearly to A*. With respect to either, CB is

invariant.
For cr€^, aecA, it is clear that

Epc(cr(a)) Epc(«). (3)

It follows that if EPc(«)^0, there exist a unique âaecA such that

X ns8, (4)

where the nô&apos;s are non-negative integers. In fact, â&lt;r cr+(a) (cf. [5,(6.7)]), and

therefore

EPc(&lt;r+(a)) EPc(«). (5)

(1.5) We recall some basic facts about the inner products. From hère on, we
will write

&lt;à,j8&gt; EB(a,j3) (1)
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for a, |3eE^*. It follows frorn the basic properties of roots that for a, a&apos;e^A,

&lt;a,a&apos;)&lt;0 if a + af. (2)

Let #cz^ be a set of représentatives for the image of ^ in the permutation
group of C&lt;P. If j8 g E4, and |3 Epc(«) for a e A, the identification in (1.3) gives

l &lt;r(a), (3)
creG

and thus one obtains for any h e A*

(#»)&lt;p(a),p(fc)&gt;=I&lt;cr(a),h&gt;. (4)

(1.6) Let S be a subset of an inner product space. The graph of S consists of a

vertex for each élément of S; two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if
the inner product of the corresponding éléments is non-zero. One says that S is

connected if its graph is connected. One can speak of the connected components
of S, etc.

(1.7) For any he/f*, we hâve a unique expression

h= Z caa (caeR). (1)
agc4

We define

supp(fi) {aec4:ca^0}. (2)

Viewing E&lt;=C as fixed, we put CA A, Epc p.

PROPOSITION. Suppose that p(a)?0, afeA-\J(re^supp(a(a)-(r&quot;&apos;(a)),

and p(a&apos;)±p{a). Then (p(a), p(a&apos;)) 0 if and only if a&apos; is orthogonal to a+(a)
and supp(o-(a)-cr+(a)) for every &amp;£&lt;&amp;.

Proof. We may, of course, replace ^ by ^ in the above statement. By (1.5(3)),
we hâve
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Using (1.4(4)) with the définition (2), we rewrite this as

(3)
8esupp(&lt;r(a)-cr+(a))

With the hypothèses on a&apos;, we hâve by (1.5(2)) that ail terms in the above sum are

non-positive. Since the rig&apos;s in (3) are ail positive, it follows that (p(a), p(a&apos;)) 0

if and only if ail inner products in the right-hand side are zéro.

COROLLARY. U&lt;r€&lt;£supp(cr(a)-cr+(a)) is a union of connected components
ofA°.

(1.8) PROPOSITION. A component C of A0 is orthogonal to ail cr+(a) if and

only if C is not contained in

Proof One direction is contained in the statement of the proposition in (1.7).
For the other, suppose that for ail j3 e C, a e % we hâve (cr+(a), j3) 0. Then as in
(1.7(3)), we hâve for any |3 € C

0. (1)
€re&lt;èôeA°

If C {]81,..., ]8m}, we obtain from (1) the System of équations:

,m. (2)

Now, the matrix [(f5p j8k)] is invertible. Therefore, we must hâve that X&lt;re^ nft 0

for ail /. Since the n^&apos;s are non-negative, they must ail equal zéro.

One combines (1.7) and (1.8) to obtain

COROLLARY. For a,a&apos;eâ-A0, (p(a),p(a&apos;))?0 if and only if for some

c4°, the set ^U{cr+(a), a&apos;} is connected.

(1.9) PROPOSITION, (i) If Vc A is connected, then p(V)-{0} is connected.

(ii) If @ÇE4 is connected, then 0 p~l(0)U{8eA°:8 is not orthogonal to

p~x(0)} has at most (#^) connected components, each of which projects onto @.

Proof. From the corollary in (1.8), (i) follows immediately. Suppose, on the
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other hand, that 0^Kâ is connected, and let 0 be as in (ii). Since ^ acts
orthogonally on A (1.4), we see that ^ permutes the connected components of 0.
It follows from the corollary in (1.8) that each component contains at least one
élément from each ^-orbit in p~1(0). Since 0 has at most as many components as
does p~x{0), we obtain the first assertion of (ii). By (1.4(5)), ail components are
seen to hâve the same image in E4, namely 0.

COROLLARY 1. ® £ E4 is connected if and only if there is a connected subset

ç4 with p(^)-{0} 0.

COROLLARY 2. Let F &lt;= E ç R. Then Y^¥A is connected if and only if there
is a connected subset 0^Eâ with ¥pm(0)-{O} Y.

(Proof. Apply Corollary 1 twice, once with E replaced by F, and recall that

fPc fPe°ePc)

2. Satake&apos;s compactifications of G/K

(2.1) Let G be a semi-simple real algebraic group, K a maximal compact
subgroup of G, and X= G/K the associated symmetric space.

Let t:G—»SL(V) be a finite-dimensional représentation of G, with finite
kernel. There exists an admissible inner product on V, which means that

T(g)r(0(g))* I (1)

where 6 dénotes the Cartan involution of G with respect to K, and * dénotes

adjoint with respect to the inner product. It follows that the mapping

ro(g) T(g)r(g)* (2)

descends to X, and has values in the space S( V) of self-adjoint endomorphisms of
V. By taking the quotient by the action of the scalars, one obtains a mapping,
which we also dénote t0

to:X^PS(V), (3)

which is easily seen to be an embedding. It is G-equivariant with respect to the
natural action on X and the projectivization of the action

Af€S(V). (4)
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The Satake compactification determined by t is the closure of the image of t0:

(5)

If t is fixed, we write X* instead of X*, the dependence on r being understood.

(2.2) We prefer an intrinsic description of the topological structure of X*.
From now on, we will assume that t is irreducible.

To facilitate the discussion to corne in §3, we suppose that G is defined over
FcR. Let A=¥A and a ¥a be as in (1.1). Then V has an orthogonal
weight-space décomposition with respect to a\

where V^ is the subspace of V on which a acts with weight ju,.(3) With respect to a

basis of weight vectors, t, and therefore also t0, maps A to diagonal matrices.
Thus, we see that points in the boundary of X* which lie in the closure of ro(A)
are determined by the behavior of weights, as we shall next describe.

(2.3) The simple roots ¥A of ^ with respect to a define characters on A, whose
values are denoted aa (a g A, aeF4). From thèse, one obtains a canonical

isomorphism

i:A-&gt;(RV, (1)

where R* dénotes the interval (0, oo). By adjoining {oo} to each factor of R+, one
gets via t a partial compactification Â of A.(4)

One puts for ïcF4

Ay= fi (ker/3) (2)

(so A A0), and for Ys 8gF4

Ay,e Arn fi (ker/3), (3)

3 Thèse weights are, in fact, real.
4 In [4], {0} is adjoined to R+, but G is acting there on the right. Our adjoining {&lt;»} is consistent

with [8], and also with current convention, where G is also assumed to act on the left.
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so that

Ar AY,@xA0 if Yç@. (4)

We then hâve an A-orbit space décomposition

Â= II A&apos;y, (5)

where

AV={aeÂ:ap^oo if and only if peY}. (6)

The closure À&apos;Y of AV in Â can be written as

Â&apos;Y= U AV. (7)
tgy

For Yç 0, there is an obvious projection

A&apos;e-&gt;A&apos;y, (8)

determined by setting the characters in @ - Y to infinity. This mapping extends

continuously to yield

Pe,y:Â&apos;e-*ÂV, (9)

with

Pe,rUr P*,rn* if *^@- (10)

Finally, we remark that as the A-orbit of

ly P^,y(l), (11)

we identify

AY=AIAY. (12)

(2.4) Let Mo fPcUo)&gt; where Aog^* is the highest weight of t (relative to A),
with notation as in (1.1) and (1.2). AH weights of t with respect to ¥a (cf. (2.2(1)))
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are of the form

(1)

where the m^s are non-negative integers.
As in (1.7(2)), one can define for vea* the subset supp(^) of VA.

PROPOSITION [5,(12.16)]. Let YçF4. Then Y equals supp(/to-/i) for
some weight /x of t mih respect to ¥a if and only if YU{jh0} is connected.

In view of the above, the following définition is warranted. One says that a

subset Y of VA is r-connected (or r-open [8]) if YU{n0} is connected.

COROLLARY. Let FcE. Then YçFA is r-connected if and only if there is a
r-connected subset @^EA with f

Remark. An alternate treatment of the proposition, along the lines of
[8, (2.3)], can be carried out, by the use of the following analogue of the corollary
in our (1.8). If (i=vpc(a)e¥A, then (j3, ju,o)^0 if and only if for some ae
Aut(C/F) and ^ci°, the set #U{&lt;r+(a), Ao} is connected.

(2.5) One should always keep in mind that (if we divide out the common
factor of a2fA°) T0(a)|V|t is equal to the scalar a~2Sm^. Thus, as a g A approaches a

point in A&apos;r, ro(a) dégénérâtes to zéro on the weight-space V^ if and only if
supp(M,o-*0£ Y.

Every subset Y of ¥A contains a largest T-connected subset, which we call its
T-connected component The assignment of T-connected components defines a

mapping

(1)

Given 0çr4 one puts

&lt;u(0) ©ue\ (2)

where

9&apos; O g VA : £ is orthogonal to 0 U W}. (3)
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The foliowing is immédiate:

LEMMA. (i) LetYbea r-connected subset ofvA. Then k(0) Yif and only if

(ii) If /ut is a weight of r with respect to F«, then supp (/llo~ fx)c @ i/ and only if
supp(/u,0-/x) £*(

Thus, the behavior of ro(a) as a approaches A&apos;e is déterminée by the
projection pe,K(e&gt; of the limit.

(2.6) The preceding observation suggests that we define the following A-
equivariant quotient A* of Â. As underlying set, we take

A*= II A&apos;r. (1)
Y&quot; r-connected

There is a surjective mapping p:Â-+A*, defined by

PU&apos;e P©,K(©)- (2)

We will show that A*, equipped with the quotient topology induced by p, is a

Hausdorff space.
If aeÀ and p(a) is in A&apos;e, we set

YXa) 0; (3)

that is, Y(a) is the r-connected component of

{aeF4:aa&lt;oo}.

The équivalence relation on Â induced by p can then be described as:

a and b are identified if and only if
Y(a) Y(b) and aa ba whenever a e Y(a). (4)

Consider a point aQeA&apos;e. Then ag&lt;°° if and only if a is in the T-connected
subset &amp; of VA. For each a, let Ja dénote a neighborhood of a% in R*U {&lt;*&gt;}. Then

{aeÂ:aaeJa if 0U{a} is r-connected} (5)
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is an open neighborhood of p~l{a^) in Â. As it is a union of fibers of p, as follows
from (4), it projects onto a neighborhood of a0 in A*.

Let boe A&apos;^c A*, with b0^ a0. If 0 % then it is clear from (5) that we can
find disjoint neighborhoods of a0 and b0, since thèse éléments are distinguished by
a for some ae&amp;. Otherwise, if W-0^0 (as we may assume without loss of
generality), there must exist a e !P- © with © U{a} r-connected. As *PU{a}= V
is r-connected and a distinguishes a0 and 60, we can likewise find disjoint
neighborhoods of the form (5). Thus, A* is Hausdorflf.

We remark that p is almost never an open mapping.
The closing remark of (2.5) implies:

PROPOSITION. The embedding of A by t0 in PS(V) extends to a continuous

mapping t* of A*.

In fact, we will later see that t* is an embedding.

(2.7) For any te A, we put

A(t)^{aeA:a^^tp for ail j3eF4}. (1)

We let Â(t) (resp. A*(t)) dénote the closure of A(t) in Â (resp. A*).

PROPOSITION. Take F R. Then there is a continuous mapping

fGxA*-^X*, (2)

defined by &lt;j&gt;(g, a) gr*(a)g*, whose restriction to Kx A*(l) is already surjective.

Proof. This follows from the proposition of (2.6) and the fact that KA(1)K
G.

(2.8) In order to describe the structure of the mapping &lt;£ (2.7(2)), it is

necessary to discuss the rôle of the parabolic subgroups of G. We continue to
assume that F R.

To each subset @ of KA is associated a &quot;standard&quot; parabolic subgroup Q0 of
G, whose définition we recall. Let ya dénote the a root space of ^, if aeR&lt;P.

Thén

(1)

is the connected algebraic subgroup of G with (correspondingly decomposed) Lie
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algebra

&lt;?&amp;— m&amp;(B &amp;e® &quot;si (2)

where ae is the Lie algebra of As (2.3(2)); m@ is the sum of the (semi-simple) Lie
algebra (s generated by {^p, ^_p : j3 g 0} and a sub-algebra of A, which coincides
with the orthogonal complément of ae in the centralizer of ae\ and

is the nilpotent radical of y%. Every parabolic subgroup of G is conjugate, by an
élément of G, to a unique Qe (see [5, (4.6), (4.13c)]).

(2.9) Let K@ KnMe; put

(1)

a symmetric space of rank (#@). If @ is r-connected, then X@ is embedded in X*
as follows.

Let

(2)

It is évident that Ve is stable under r{M0). In other words, t détermines a

représentation Te of Me on Ve. It can be seen [8, (2.4)] that re has finite kernel,
and that ail of its irreducible constituents are équivalent. One gets, as in (2.1(3)),
an embedding

(T0)o:Xe-»PS(Ve). (3)

We identify S(Vs) as the linear subspace of S(V) given by transformations which
are zéro on the weight spaces complementary to V0, and thereby regard (t#)0 as

having its image in PS(V).
We observe that Me contains the subgroup

A^,e=MenA, (4)

whose Lie algebra is spanned by the éléments of 0, viewed as éléments of a via

the identification of (1.3). Since ÂmàS, as does AmAe, projects isomorphically
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onto A/Ae, we can see from the descriptions of t* and (t0)o that

ÂmA.J (5)

canonically. In particular, t*, is an embedding of A*; moreover, XB is embedded
in X* as the Me-orbit of t*(1©).

(2.10) The G-translates of the Xe&apos;s are called the boundary components of
X*. It is clear from (2.7) that X* is the union of its boundary components (note
that X XmA). The best way to index them is by means of their normalizers. The
normalizer of Xs in G is equal to the normalizer of Ve under t, namely the

parabolic subgroup Q^e^ thus the normalizer of gXe is the conjugate

The preceding discussion makes it apparent that as a topological space, X*
dépends on r only to the extent that A* does, namely on the collection of
T-connected subsets of R4. Thus, there are only finitely many topologically
distinct Satake compactifications of X.

The preceding can be reformulated as follows. Let fl5..., £r be the funda-
mental dominant weights of R4 ; Le., if R4 {al9..., ar}, then {Çl9..., &amp;} is the
dual basis of ma*. The restricted highest weight /x0 of t can be written

jÇp (1)

where the c/s are non-negative integers. We put

$^ (2)

Equivalently,

§ e supp* (jllq) if and only if (ap fi0) 0. (3)

Then we hâve asserted:

PROPOSITION. Let fi0, juté be the respective restricted highest weights of t, t&apos;.

If supp* (fiQ) supp* (ix&apos;o), then the identity mapping of X extends to a homeo-

morphism of Xf and Xj.

(2.11) Suppose now that for t, t&apos; we hâve only that supp* (/m£)csupp* (/u,0).

Let 0 be a T&apos;-connected subset of R4. This is équivalent to asserting that every
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connectée! component of &amp; is not orthogonal to supp(/u,o), so &amp; is also r-
connected. Thus, for any @,

(1)

It foliows that there is an A-equivariant continuous surjection

&lt;frTfT,:A?-&gt;Aj. (2)

PROPOSITION. The mapping

ix $Tr,: Kx A* -* Kx A*,

induces a continuous surjection

Proof. Since Xf (resp. Xj) is a quotient of the domain (resp. range) of lx ^TT,,
and thèse are compact spaces, it suffices to show that points identified under &lt;f&gt;T

(2.7) are mapped by lx tyrr, to points identified under fa. We should be explicit
about thèse identifications.

(2.12) Throughout this paragraph, we assume that 3 and 0 are subsets of mA

which satisfy kt(H) ®. Let Ie dénote the isometry group of Xe. As QH
normalizes Xe, there is a continuous homomorphism

hB:QB-*Ie, (1)

such that for 3&apos;^3 one has

hB\Qm hB,. (2)

It is a tautology that QWT(e) acts on Xe via feo^e)-
Put K&apos;s- he(Ke), the &quot;distinguished&quot; maximal compact subgroup of Is. Since

KB 2 K© and /iH(KH) is compact, it foliows that

LEMMA (cf. [8, (4.4)]). Under fa one has the identification (kl9 a*)~ (fc2, a*)
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if and only if the following three statements hold:
(i) a* and a* are in the same A-orbit (call it A&apos;e, where © is r-connected) in

A?,
(ii) fe^fc^X^,
(iii) with af, a* regarded as éléments of ÂuA&gt;@, (ki&quot;1fci) • a*Ks a*Ke.

Since he\ÂmA0 is one-to-one, we may assume without loss of generality that
Ie Me. Then, condition (iii) of the above lemma can be rewritten as

Int[hO)TW(fc21fci)]aï ût (4)

where Int dénotes the action of Ke on ÂuA e by inner automorphisms. Also, Ke
centralizes A0, so the preceding action of K0 is canonically isomorphic to that on
A/Ae.

(2.13) We return to complète the proof of the proposition in (2.11). Suppose
that 0 is r-connected. Then

¥:=MS)sft (1)

As ty is the r&apos;-connected component of @, it follows that

0-t^ctp;, (2)

(^; as in (2.5(3))); moreover, it is évident that

@;c@;,c^&apos;T,. (3)

Therefore, we conclude that

a&gt;T(e)cav(¥), (4)

so also

O-,(e)SO^&apos; (5)

In particular,

^(«)S^t). (6)

That fry exists now follows from (6), (2.12(2), (4)), and G-equivariance.
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3. Quotients by arithmetic groups

Throughout this section, we assume that G is defined over Q.

(3.1) We choose the maximal compact subgroup K and the maximal split tori
of (1.1), for F Q, R, so that qA ç rA ; of course we now retain the subscripts for
distinction. Superseding the convention of (1.7), we put p QpK. To simplify the

notation, if YçQ4, we dénote the Q-rational subset p~*(YU{0}) of R4 J&gt;y Y; if
@cR4 we pUt @A p(@)-{0}cQ4. We observe that (tf= Y, and that 0 is the
smallest Q-rational subset of KA which contains 0. Also,

QAY:=KA@nQA whenever 0 Y. (1)

Let 0 c KA. The standard parabolic subgroup Q0 is defined over Q if and only
if 0 is Q-rational [5, (6.3)]. In this case, 0 Y for some VcQ4 and we put

QOr=Oe. (2)

One redecomposes Qe &quot;rationally&quot;:

QQY (QMY)(QAY)(QUY), (3)

where: QUY=U0; QAY is as in (2.3(2)); the Lie algebra QmY of QMY is

orthogonal to the Lie algebra Q&amp;Y of QAy, (QMy)(QAr) MeAe is the Levi
subgroup of Qe stable under the Cartan involution of G that fixes K, and if Ka (or
equivalently, the corresponding torus RT of G) is defined over Q, then QMY is

isogenous to the product of Me and (the real points of) the maximal Q-
anisotropic sub-torus of RT.

In what follows, the représentation t, or more properly its équivalence class in
the sensé of (2.10), used in constructing X* shall be considered fixed. We also

write k and co (see (2.5(1), (2))) for subsets of Qâ, Râ and C4, since it is always
clear which root System one is discussing.

(3.2) Let Xe (@çR4 r-connected) be one of the &quot;standard&quot; boundary
components (2.9) of X*. As was observed in (2.10), the normalizer N&amp; in G of
X0 is Q^ey One can likewise identify the centralizer Ze of Xe as

Ze {heNe: Te(h) is a multiple of I}, (1)
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where I dénotes the identity transformation of Ve. Then

(2)

is an algebraic group over R, with Lie algebra isomorphic to €s.
For a gênerai boundary component gX#, the preceding discussion can be

repeated if only we conjugate ail groups above by g.

DEFINITION (cf. [2, (3.5)]). One says that a boundary component is rational

if
(i) its normalizer N is defined over Q, and

(ii) its centralizer Z contains a normal subgroup Z&apos; of N that is defined over Q,
such that Z/Z&apos; is compact.

What (ii) above asserts is that N/Z is the quotient of an algebraic group over Q

by a normal compact subgroup.

(3.3) For X0, the condition (i) in the définition in (3.2) requires that &lt;o(0) be a

Q-rational subset of R4. We will impose the following quasi-rationality hypothesis
on r:

ASSUMPTION 1. If V is a r-connected subset of Q4 then the r-connected

component of Y contains p~x(Y).

In case G is split over R (or in gênerai, if we replace RA by C4), the above
condition is équivalent to the assertion that k(Y) be invariant under the action
(1.4(2)) of * Aut(C/Q), since this action is transitive on the fibers of p other
than CA° [5, (6.4(2))]. If t is projectively rational over Q in the sensé of
[5, (12.3a)], e.g. if r is defined over Q, then Assumption 1 holds, for its highest
weight Ao is ^-invariant [5, (12.6)].

PROPOSITION, (i) If 0^UA is r-connected, and ù)(0) is Q-rational, then

0 k(0\
^ (ii) Suppose that t satisfies Assumption 1. If 0 is the r-connected component of
®A, then o&gt;(0) is Q-rationak and a&gt;(@A) cd(0).

Proof We set Y= 0\ and let ^= k(Y). By construction, 0&lt;^V.l

fç ù)(0) is impossible, so we hâve (i). It is clear (cf. (2.13)) that we always hâve
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If equality failed to hold, there would exist jSeco^) with

and then YU{p(j3)} is T-connected. Thus, by the corollary of (2.4), there is
p&apos;eKâ with p(/3&apos;) p(j8) such that ^UjjS&apos;} is T-connected. Under Assumption 1,

so ^PUjp} is also T-connected (see Remark of (2.4)), a contradiction. Thus

We therefore obtain:

COROLLARY. When Assumption 1 holds, the boundary components of X*
which satisfy condition (i) in the définition in (3.2) are precisely those of the form
gXe, where g£GQ and 0 k(Y) for some r-connected Y^Qâ.

(3.4) It is sometimes the case that for a given représentation t, condition (ii) in
the définition in (3.2) is a conséquence of (i). For our construction, we will assume
that t is as such (Assumption 2). In other words, if t satisfies Assumption 2, then
the corollary of (3.3) describes the set of rational boundary components.
Whenever we need to be explicit, we will for the sake of simplicity assume that a
boundary component is standard; the gênerai case is covered by acting by GQ, or
equivalently, by making a différent choice of QA.

We now show:

PROPOSITION (cf. [3, (4.3)]). If t is defined over Q, then Ze (3.2(1)) is

defined over Q whenever o)(0) is Q-rational, and thus Assumption 2 is satisfied.

Proof It is enough to show that the subspaces V0 (2.9(2)), with 6 as in (i) of
the proposition of (3.3), of V are defined over Q. For that, it suflices to show that
if À is a weight of V with respect to ca, and supp (À - Ào) - which is T-connected

by (2.4)-is contained in

(RPci} (1)

then so is supp(cr(A)-A0) for ail cre^. As a-+(À0) À0, we write

cr(À)- Ao cr+(A - Ao) + (cr(A) - cr+(A)) (2)
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From this and (1.4(4)), we see that

supp (o-(A) - Ao) £ cj+(^) UQPcX(0).

and hence, by the proposition in (2.4),

supp(o-(À)-À0)£ic[&lt;r+(¥)UQPcTO (3)

In view of the corollary in (2.4), if 0 k(Y) we can rewrite (1) as

Since Ao is invariant under ^, we see that % as the r-connected component of a

^-stable set, is ^-stable. It follows that (3) gives

supp(a(À)-À0)£tf;

as desired.

Remark. If QA RA, then Assumption 2 is satisfied for any t, for one knows
that the Lie algebra of the isometry group of X^ is defined over Q (see (3.8)). Of
course, Assumption 1 is also satisfied, for trivial reasons.

We will not address the issue of determining for which r Assumption 2 holds
(see [2, §3] for some discussion). The importance of this assumption is that it
permits a nice description of the set of rational boundary components. The case

studied in [2] is the only gênerai instance we know in which Assumption 2 is

satisfied, beyond those described in the above proposition; it would be nice to
hâve a reasonable, more gênerai representation-theoretic condition which guaran-
tees it.

(3.5) Let QX* dénote the union of ail rational boundary components of X*. It
is best to regard QX* at this point as only a set, i.e. without a topology. We will
eventually define a natural surjective mapping of the manifold with corners X
constructed by Borel and Serre in [4] onto QX*.

We recall the définition of X. The torus QA, or more precisely a certain
isomorphic image, opérâtes on X via the so-called géodésie action [4, §3]. For a

Q-parabolic subgroup P-QQY of G, one defines the corner X(P) [4, §5]:

(1)

where QÂY is the closure of QAY in QÂ. We should mention that X(P) is intrinsic
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to P-if P qQy, qAy is a lifting of the maximal Q-split torus of the center of
qQyIqUy. Letting

e(QQY) QAY\Xy (2)

one has for any Q-parabolic subgroup P

X(P)= 11 e(Q) (3)
O Q-parabohc

in a natural way [4, (5.1)]. Moreover, if P&apos;czP, there is a natural embedding of
X(P) in X(P&apos;) as an open subset. One then defines

X LJX(P) LUq), (4)

where the unions are taken over the set of ail Q-parabolic subgroups of G. The

space X is Hausdorff, and hence is a manifold with corners [4, (7.8)]. The action
of GQ on X extends to an action on X as a group of diffeomorphisms [4, (7.6)].

(3.6) Inspired by (2.6), we will define for a Q-parabolic subgroup P the

crwnpled corner X*(P) in three steps. First, let

QA*XoAvX, (1)

where QAY dénotes the closure of QAY in QA*. The surjection p of (2.6(2))
induces

p*(P):X(P)-*X*(P). (2)

From (2.6(1)), we see that

X*(QQr)= II e(QQ3), (3)

B r-connected

and

PÏ(P) I.wm : e(QQ9) -&gt; e(QQB) S k(9) (4)

is the quotient mapping v^g by the géodésie action of qAbIqAv-qAvb (see [4,
(5.1(8))]).
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It is clear that P opérâtes as a group of homeomorphisms of X*(P). For
P qQy, let Y be a cross-section to the géodésie action of QAY (see [4, (5.4)]).
Then, we hâve a homeomorphism

X*(QQy) QA*xY. (5)

It foliows immediately that X*(P) is a Hausdorff space.
If Pc F, then X^P&apos;) is naturally embedded as an open subset of X?(P), in

analogy with the corresponding assertion for corners in (3.5). We should be

aware, however, that XÎ(QQr) dépends only on k(Y); if k(Y) k(Y&apos;), then
X*(QQy) and X*(QQV) are, by (3) and (4), canonically homeomorphic.

The next step is to &quot;derationalize&quot; X*(P). There is a géodésie action of RA on

X (which restricts to that of QA), and therefore we can define Re(Q) for any
R-parabolic subgroup 0 of G, such that whenever S9Q4 there is a projection

(6)

given as the quotient by the géodésie action of mAs/QA3.
Let S be a T-connected subset of QA. Then we hâve

Qk(£)£Q£ qQh, (7)

from which there is a projection (cf. (4))

*vsmS) • **((?*) -* wte(QK(S)). (8)

We define the space

X*(QQr)= II mfi(QK(m) (9)
Haï

H T-connected

and mapping

p$(P):X*(P)^X*(P), (10)

where

and X*(P) is given the quotient topology induced by p*(P)- Thus, X*(P) is
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obtained from X*(P) by collapsing the orbits of further géodésie actions. We note
that ^A^^IqAs is a subgroup of RAK(#0/QAH&apos;, whenever H&apos;ci H.

Finally, for a parabolic subgroup Q, let Uo dénote its unipotent radical. The
projection of Q onto Q/UQ induces a principal t/o-bundle (see [4, (7.2)])

(12)

and moreover, one can identify

ue(Qe) Xe. (13)

Let

)); (14)

S T-connected

use (12) to define a surjection

p*(P):X*(P)-*X*(P), (15)

and equip X*(P) with the quotient topology. Since also [/Q-c UQ whenever

Qc Q&apos;, we can see that X*(P) (and for a similar reason, X*(P)) is a Hausdorff

space, as a conséquence of the following lemma (cf. [10, (4.2)]):

LEMMA. Let S be a stratified Hausdorff space, with strata {S,}, and let Y be a

homogeneous space for the Lie group H. Let, for each j, H} be a closed normal

subgroup of H such that Ht 2 H} whenever Sl is in the closure of Sr On the product
Sx Y define an équivalence relation by: (s, yi)~(s, y2) if and only if yieH/y2î
where S, 3 s. Then the quotient space is Hausdorff.

We remark that the quotient mapping, under the conditions of the above

lemma, is seldom an open mapping.

(3.7) For PczP\ we hâve X*(P&apos;) embedded as an open subset of X*(P), as

was the case with the X*(P)&apos;s. We form the identification space

Qx* ux*(P), (i)

in which P runs over ail Q-parabolic subgroups of G. Observe that if h e

qQy~;qQk(Y), then the distinct [5, (5.18)] crumpled corners X*(QQK(r)) and
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hX*(QQK(Y)) are identifiée! homeomorphically. Thus, we can see

that an efficient way to describe QX* as a set is to allow P in (1) to range only
over those parabolic subgroups of the form qQ^y), where geGQ and Y is

T-connected (cf. (2.10)); sometimes, it is also useful to allow répétitions and let P

range over the GQ-conjugates of the QOy&apos;s.

By construction, QX* is a quotient space of X under the mapping

p*:X-*QX*, (2)

where p* p*p*p*. It is also clear from the construction that the action of GQ on
X respects the fibers of p*. It follows that GQ acts on QX* as a group of
homeomorphisms.

We remark that the construction of QX* requires neither Assumption 1 nor
Assumption 2.

(3.8) We will examine more carefully the structure of the quotient mapping
p*. If one pursues the conséquences of the définitions of the géodésie action and
the manifold with corners, one sees that, a priori, the équivalence relation on X
that détermines the identifications in (3.7(1)) could be unexpectedly large.(5) It
will become apparent that things are in actuality fairly nice, because we hâve in
(3.6(4)) that

B=k(V); (1)

in particular, H is a union of connected components of V.
Let A ù)(S), with H r-connected. According to [4, (7.2)], e(QQA) is a

principal Q UA fibration over the symmetric space YA of QMA, and moreover, this
fibration extends to one of e(QQA) over the manifold with corners YA.

Because of (1), with W taken to be A, a certain décomposition is possible.
First, we can write a product décomposition of identity components

(QMA)° (HA)°(QLA)°, (2)

where QLA is a semi-simple algebraic group over Q whose Lie algebra Q€A is

generated by the Q-root spaces

PeM; (3)

5 See Appendix.
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HA is defined, and is anisotropic, over Q; and HA DQLA is finite (see [2, (2.2)]).
From (2), we get an induced décomposition

YA-W0,AxWA, (4)

where W0yA and WA are the symmetric spaces of HA and qLa respectively. Next,
(1) implies the almost-direct product décomposition

(QLA)0 (QLH)0(QLy)0, (5)

with Y A-B. Therefore

WA~W3xWY. (6)

We put 0 k(§). We also let c(S) dénote the union of the connected

components of 3 that meet p~1(S); it is a subset of 0 since we hâve made

Assumption 1 (3.3). We then put

A°(S) @~c(ê). (7)

We can restate (3), for H instead of A, as: the Lie algebra of qL3 is €c(g) (2.8); we
then write

By [2, (3.6,iii)], condition (ii) in the définition of &quot;rational boundary compo-
nent&quot; for Xe is équivalent to the existence of a normal subgroup B of Ne =QQA,
defined over Q and containing (mLs)°(qUa), such that B/diL^)^^) is compact.
It is enough to find a normal Q-subgroup B; of QMA that contains (RLe)°, with
B7(RLe)° compact. (It is useful to recall that X@ is the symmetric space of RLe, or
of its identity component.) Now, there is an almost-direct product

(RLe)0 (QLH)0(RLAo(S))0, (9)

and moreover

(H))°c(Ha)°. (10)

Thus, we see that Xe is a rational boundary component if and only if there is a

normal algebraic subgroup HA of HA, defined over Q, such that 0
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and Ha/(m^o(S))° is compact. By our Assumption 2 (3.4), we hâve the existence
of such HA.

Write (HA)° as the almost-direct product of Q-groups

(HA)° (Hî0°-(HX (11)

and décompose accordingly

W0,A-WAxWA. (12)

We hâve

X*-WsxWA. (13)

The foliowing is now apparent:

PROPOSITION. With notation as above:

(14)

(i) q
(ii) The subset of X that crumples onto Re(Qe) under p* is the subset

of e(QQA), and the mapping p* is given by projecting onto the first factor.

COROLLARY. The fibers of p* over R6(Qe) are naturally isomorphic to

WYxWAxQJJA. They are closed in e(QQA).

(3.9) We recall the set QX* introduced in (3.5). One puts a topology on QX*
as follows (cf. [9, §2], [3, §4]).

Let Sf be a generalized Siegel set in X, which we should feel free to take as

large as is necessary. By définition,

SP (CQA (0)x0 (1)

where C is a compact subset of QM0 Q U0, and x0 is the basepoint (the coset K)
of X. One can choose S^ so that

X=GQ5? (2)

(see[ll];cf. [3, (2.4)]).
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Let F be an arithmetic subgroup of G. This means that F is commensurable
with the set of éléments of G that are représentée! by matrices with integer entries
under a gênerai rational finite-dimensional représentation of G. Then there exists

a finite subset Fr of GQ such that

(3)

is a fundamental set in X for F, namely

X Ffi, and for ail g e G, {7 g F: yû D gO% 0} is finite (4)

(see [11, §§10,12]; compare [3, (2.4)], [2, (4.3)]).
Let fl* dénote the closure of û in X* (with respect to the &quot;usual&quot; topology of

(2.1)); since the closure if* of if is contained in QX*, we hâve

/î*cQX*. (5)

LEMMA (cf. [3, (4.3)]). (i) û* intersects only finitely many rational boundary

components.
(ii) QX* F • H* if îl is sufficiently large.

(iii) There is a finite subset Fo of F such that if y e F and y(l* H il* f 0, then

there exists yo^ro with yox yx for ail xe y(l*D12*.

Proof. By construction, S^* meets only the standard boundary components.
From the définition of O (3), we hâve (i). Given (2) and (4), Assumption 2 (3.4),
and the corollary of (3.3), in order to prove (ii) it suffices to verify that GQ • if*
contains ail of the standard rational boundary components. For this, and also for
(iii)-since re:=rnNe is arithmetic and, with Assumption 2, its image in the

automorphism group of Xe is arithmetically defined (cf. [2, (3.4)-(3.6)])-it is

enough to know that O*DXS is a fundamental set in Xe, for rational boundary
components Xe. When H^ 0, this follows from the fact that Sf*nXe is a Siegel
set in X0, and ail Siegel sets in Xe are of this form (cf. [2, (4.5)] and [4, (6.2)]).
To see this, note that for a Siegel set (1) in X, if* H Xs consists of the translates
of the base point of Xe by the Siegel set ^=CoA(t)(KnNs) in Ne. We are

taking, to replace the centralizer (see (3.8)),

remembering the remaining factors from Ne, we see that the projection of 9 in
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Ne/Z&apos;s is in fact a Siegel set, and the desired conclusion holds. In the remaining case
where H= 0, where the quotient group is anisotropic, both the projection of §
and Fs\Xe are compact; if £f is large enough, we get a fundamental set.

With the above lemma proved, we can now assert:

PROPOSITION [9, §2]. There exists a unique topology on QX* for which
(i) the relative topology induced on O* is the given (&quot;usual&quot;) one,

(ii) F acts as a group of homeomorphisms of QX*,
(iii) if x, x&apos;EqX* are in différent F-orbits, then there exist neighborhoods U, U!

of x, x&apos; respectively, which satisfy FUD l/&apos;= 0;
(iv) let Fx be the isotropy group in F of xe QX*. Then x has a neighborhood base

consisting of Fx-invariant open sets U for which yUH U= 0 if y£Fx.
It follows that QX* becomes a Hausdorjf space, and that the quotient L\QX* is

compact Hausdorff. Moreover, the topology on QX* does not, in fact, dépend on F.

From the construction of the topology [9, p. 562], one can be more explicit
about (i) and (iv). Let x e /2*. A fundamental System of neighborhoods of x in QX*
can be described as follows. Let {U}} be a neighborhood base for x in 17*. Then

{rxUj} forms a neighborhood base of x in qX*.
We can compare compactifications determined by différent t&apos;s:

COROLLARY. If t and r&apos; are related as in (2.11), then the identity mapping
of F\X extends to a continuous surjection

(3.10) We hâve been aiming toward the following resuit:

THEOREM. The identity mapping of X extends to a continuous bijection of
QX* onto QX*.

Proof. From the construction of QX*, it is apparent that as a set, QX* is the
union of ail rational boundary components of X*. In other words, there is an

obvious one-to-one mapping of QX* onto QX*. Henceforth, we identify QX* and

QX* as sets. In order to show that this mapping is continuous, we need only verify
that the sets described at the end of (3.9) are open in the topology of QX*. Since

GQ acts by homeomorphisms, we can see that
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is open in X by checking that the topology induced on y* is the usual one. (Note
that for xeRê(Qe), Fx contains, and is commensurable with, the centralizer of the
boundary component.) Now, #* is the one-to-one continuous image of the
(compact) closure of tf in the crumpled corner X*(QQ0). The latter inherits the
usual topology, and hence £f* does as well. By taking larger and larger 5^, we see
that rx(p*)~1(C/J) (p*)&quot;1(rxL/;) is open in X. This complètes the proof.

COROLLARY. For any arithmetic subgroup F of G, the Satake compactifica-
tion r\QX* is a quotient of the compact manifold(6) with corners F\X The fibers of
the quotient mapping can be deduced from (3.8(8)) by passing to the quotient by the

action of QQAnF.

Remark. One can see that in gênerai the topology of QX* is finer than that of
QX*, since it contains neighborhoods of points x that lack uniformity under the
action of Fx.

(3.11) Our motivation has been to realize the compactification of F\X, when
X is Hermitian, constructed by Baily and Borel in [2] as a quotient of the
manifold with corners. In order to apply the results of the preceding section, we
must know that the Baily-Borel compactification is, as a topological space, of the
form F\QX* for some représentation t of G. In some instances, the answer is

already in the earlier [9]. The issue clearly lies prior to the taking of the quotient
by F.

We first assume that X is irreducible. Then the R-root System of G is either of
classification type Cn or is the non-reduced System BÇ, for some r (see [2, (1.2)]).
Thèse Systems contain one simple root ar that is respectively longer or shorter
than the other simple roots. The construction in [2, §4] uses maximal Q-parabolic
subgroups, the closure Xe of the realization of X as a bounded domain, and a

construction like that in the proposition of (3.9). We appeal to:

PROPOSITION [7, §3], [8, (5.2)]. Let t be any représentation of G whose

restricted highest weight is a multiple of the fundamental dominant weight dual to

ar Then the Satake compactification X* is homeomorphic to Xe.

If X is reducible, one makes the two constructions on each irreducible factor
and takes the product; i.e., Xe is homeomorphic to X*, where r is the tensor

product of the chosen représentations for the factors. For such r, Assumptions 1

and 2 of (3.3) and (3.4) hold (see [2, (2.9), (3.7)]).

6 There are finite quotient singularises if F contains torsion éléments.
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To discuss QXX, we may assume without loss of generality that Qâ is

irreducible. The root System is then of type Cr or BCr ([2, (2.9(a))]). Let H be a

r-connected subset of Q4. Then o&gt;(S) omits but one simple root. Therefore,
qOw(H) is maximal Q-parabolic; conversely, every standard maximal Q-parabolic
subgroup is of this form. We see that the rational boundary components of Xe
[2, (3.5)] and X* correspond. We obtain:

THEOREM. The Baily-Borel compactification is a quotient of the manifold
with corners F\X.

We remark that although the Baily-Borel compactification is also the quotient
of the smooth compactifications defined in [1, Ch. III, §5], one cannot realize the
latter as quotients of F\X (we allow no identifications in f\X). An example of
one which cannot be so realized is the Hirzebruch resolution (see [1, Ch. I, §5] for
the définition) of a Hilbert modular surface.

Appendix: Comparison of géodésie actions

The géodésie action is denoted a°x for aeQA and xeX (or xe e(QQs)). We
recall from [4, (3.2)] two basic properties of its définition. For simplicity, we will
state things for X, though there are parallel assertions for the gênerai case.

First, the géodésie action of QAH commutes with translations by QQs- Sec-

ondly, if x0 is the basepoint of X associated to the choice of K, then the géodésie
action of QA on x0 coincides with the usual translation by QA. One sees that if
aeQA3 and x qx0 for qeQQB, there is the formula

a°x qax0 (qaq&apos;^iqxo). (1)

This makes sensé for ail xeX, since the parabolic subgroups act transitively on X.
We compare the géodésie actions of qAs and £AS, with geQQv (Hc^), on

e(QQ^). Write x e e(QQ^) as gqgx0 (more precisely, the projection of this élément
of X onto e(QQy)), with qgeQ0s. Then

&lt;$A3°x &lt;fAHo(gqgg-1)gx0 (gqgg&quot;1)Q8AH(gx0) gqg QABx0. (2)

If we sélect p€QQB such that x-px0, we can then rewrite (2) as

4AB°x (gq^QAsox. (3)
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We see that the two géodésie orbits are QQ^-translates of each other. More
specifically:

PROPOSITION. Letxee(QQv), 5^VçQA, geQQ^. Then the projections x
and icg of x, in e(QQB) and e(&lt;fQs) respectively, are related by the formula

*g g^gP&quot;1*)* (4)

where qg and p are defined above.

Of course, in the construction of QX* (3.7(1)), the images of certain x and xg

are identified. We observe that, in gênerai, the choices of qg and p, and therefore
also the point xg, dépend not only on x, but also on x. This is the source of the
îemark in the second sentence of (3.8).
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